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                  The most in-depth Python conference for web developers

                  
The 3rd annual fully virtual Python Web Conference is coming to a screen near you March 22-26th, 2021.
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About the conference

The 3rd annual Python Web Conf is a virtual event designed to promote best practices for hard web production problems. It features international experts presenting on 48 topics such as Django, Flask, Pyramid, Tornado, Plone, CI/CD, Containers, Serverless, REST APIs, web security, microservices, websockets, etc.

The highly engaging format consists of one day of tutorials, four days of talks and numerous opportunities to mingle and connect via virtual cocktails, online gaming, and web-based board games. Access to presentations and post-event recordings will be available exclusively to registered attendees.

Don't miss the now only 2021 Python conference for web developers. Join Six Feet Up to discuss what the future holds and how to reap its benefits.




What To Expect

The Python Web Conf will be hosted on LoudSwarm, an all-in-one virtual event platform designed to bring people together through an integrated experience. Come ready to actively participate through video conferences, break-out rooms, live demos, video recordings, chat rooms, online polls, and more.


   
                          

                        
                          
                              Become a sponsor

The 3rd annual Python Web Conference, organized by Six Feet Up, is for anyone interested in learning more about Python-based web programming as well as meeting other Pythonistas. Beginners, advanced developers, and tinkerers are always welcome to join us.

We are offering sponsorship levels for every budget and objective.

Sponsorship Information
   
                          

                        
                          
                              
A power-packed, interactive format

Come ready to plug into your community through LoudSwarm, an all-in-one virtual event platform designed to bring people together through an integrated experience.




LEARN

You'll gain insights and knowledge via 48+ sessions. You may switch between sessions at your leisure and watch previously recorded talks instead of attending live presentations. Pulled in an emergency meeting? No worries: you'll have an exclusive access to post-event recordings for 3 months.




CONNECT

You'll have the opportunity to ask questions to speakers, sponsors and attendees in Face2Face sessions. You'll attend live demos, participate in give-aways and chat with fellow attendees on Slack. You'll share your opinion through online polls and surveys.




HAVE FUN

Last, but not least, you'll connect and forge personal relationships with other Pythonistas at after-event parties such as virtual cocktails, online gaming, and web-based board games.
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                  Speakers

                  Our speaker list is filled with industry-leading, global names. Check them out and connect with them here :











Meet The Speakers

              

          
        

        
        
            
              Schedule

              Check out the conference's tutorials and talks:





View The Schedule

        

        


        
            
                
                Tickets

                Get yours while they are still available

                

                


                
                  
                    
                        
                            Hot!
                            Post-Event Video Access

                            
                                $99
                            

                            Grab your ticket today!

                            
                               	Choose from 5 expert-led tutorials
	Access up to 50+ presentations
	Get an exclusive pass to recordings
	Interact with speakers, sponsors and attendees
	Cast your vote for next year's topics


                            

                            Buy Now
                        

                    

                  
                    
                  
                

                

Need assistance? Apply for our Python Web Conf 2021 Grant Program today to see if you qualify.


            

        

        
            
                
                Our sponsors

                Companies that support us

Sponsorship Prospectus Purchase Your Sponsorship
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                      Diamond Sponsor
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Gold Sponsor
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Silver Sponsor
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Program Sponsor
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Media Sponsor
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Swag Sponsor
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Community Sponsor
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            Meet the team

            Meet the Sixie team behind the 3rd annual Python Web Conference
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CALVIN HENDRYX-PARKER

Co-Organizer
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MARYBETH OKERSON

Co-Organizer
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JOSH QUALLS

Co-Organizer
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CAROL GANZ

Co-Organizer
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Joanna Dunn

Co-Organizer

	
	












            


        
    



          

    

        
            
                About Six Feet Up

                
                
                Six Feet Up makes the world a better place by accelerating tech leaders' impact. As a Python and cloud expert consulting company, we help clients make informed decisions, access accurate data faster, and scale up operations. Our engineers specialize in application development, AI, big data and cloud technology.

                We care deeply about other human beings and the Earth we live on. Our impactful clients focus on climate action, clean energy and initiatives that benefit humankind. In fact, our goal is to complete 10 IMPACTFUL Projects — defined as projects that are impressive, purposeful and transformative — by 2025.

                Six Feet Up is a woman-owned company powered by the EOS Process™. We are home to an AWS Hero, and we organize industry-leading events including the Python Web Conference and IndyPy. Organizations like Capital One, NASA, Purdue University and UNEP have sought out our passion for reliable software solutions since 1999.

                
                

            

        


    


    
        

            
                
                
                	Code of Conduct
	Diversity & Inclusion
	Past Conference Archives


                
            


            
                
                
                ©2022 Six Feet Up, Inc.

                11208 Windermere Blvd.

                Fishers, IN 46037 - USA

                317-861-5948

                Email: events@sixfeetup.com

                	
	
	


                
            


        

    


        
            

            
        

    



